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On the Stability of Kalman-Bucy Diffusion Processes∗
Adrian N. Bishop and Pierre Del Moral
Abstract
The Kalman-Bucy filter is the optimal state estimator for an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck diffusion
given that the system is partially observed via a linear diffusion-type (noisy) sensor. Under
Gaussian assumptions, it provides a finite-dimensional exact implementation of the optimal
Bayes filter. It is generally the only such finite-dimensional exact instance of the Bayes filter
for continuous state-space models. Consequently, this filter has been studied extensively in the
literature since the seminal 1961 paper of Kalman and Bucy. The purpose of this work is to
review, re-prove and refine existing results concerning the dynamical properties of the Kalman-
Bucy filter so far as they pertain to filter stability and convergence. The associated differential
matrix Riccati equation is a focal point of this study with a number of bounds, convergence, and
eigenvalue inequalities rigorously proven. New results are also given in the form of exponential
and comparison inequalities for both the filter and the Riccati flow.
Keywords : differential Riccati equations, diffusion flows, Kalman-Bucy diffusion, Kalman-
Bucy filter, transition semigroups.
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1 Introduction
The aim of this study is to review, reprove, and also to refine a number of existing stability results
on the Kalman-Bucy filter and the associated Riccati equation. We correct prior work where
necessary. New results are also given in the form of exponential and comparison inequalities for
both the stochastic flow of the filter, and the Riccati flow. This work is intended to be a
complete and self-contained analysis on the stability and convergence of Kalman-Bucy
filtering; with detailed proofs of each necessary result.
Consider a linear-Gaussian filtering model of the following form#
dXt “ AtXt dt ` R1{21 dWt
dYt “ CtXt dt ` R1{22 dVt.
(1)
Here, pWt, Vtq is an pr1` r2q-dimensional standard Brownian motion. Let Ft “ σ pYs, s ď tq be the
σ-algebra filtration generated by the observations and Y0 “ 0. AssumeX0 is a r1-valued independent
random vector with mean EpX0q and finite covariance P0. Note X0 is not necessarily Gaussian.
Further, At is a square pr1 ˆ r1q-matrix, Ct is an pr2 ˆ r1q-matrix, and R1{21 and R1{22 are
symmetric pr1ˆ r1q and pr2ˆ r2q matrices. The eigenvalues of A,C,R1, R2 are bounded above and
below (uniformly in time) and those of R1, R2 are uniformly bounded positive.
We consider both time-varying (e.g. At) and time-invariant signal models (e.g. At “ A) and
the convergence properties of the respective filters and associated Riccati equations. Typically, we
state general results for the time-varying signal first, and follow this with more quantitative results
in the time-invariant case.
When X0 is Gaussian, it is well-known that the conditional distribution of the signal state Xt
given Ft is a r1-dimensional Gaussian distribution with a mean and covariance matrixpXt :“ EpXt | Ftq and Pt :“ E `pXt ´ EpXt | Ftqq pXt ´ EpXt | Ftqq1˘
given by the Kalman-Bucy and the Riccati equations
d pXt “ At pXt dt` Pt C 1tR´12 ´dYt ´ Ct pXtdt¯ (2)
BtPt “ RiccpPtq (3)
with the Riccati drift function defined for any positive definite Q by
RiccpQq “ AtQ`QA1t ´QStQ`R1 with St :“ C 1tR´12 Ct.
Note that St is positive semi-definite and time-varying whenever, e.g., Ct is time-varying. We may
take Q only positive semi-definite, but for simplicity throughout we assume Q positive definite.
The Kalman-Bucy filter is the L2-optimal state estimator for an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck diffusion
given that the system is partially observed via a linear diffusion-type (noisy) sensor; see [29, 11].
Stability of this filter was initially studied by R.E. Kalman and R.S. Bucy in their seminal
paper [29], with related prior work by Kalman [25, 26, 28] and later work by Bucy [7]. In [2]
the stability of this filter was analysed under a relaxed controllability condition. It was analysed
again in [41] for systems with non-Gaussian initial state via Kallianpur-Striebel-type change of
probability measures. An alternative approach is to consider the following conditional nonlinear
McKean-Vlasov-type diffusion process
dX t “ At Xt dt ` R1{21 dW t ` PηtC 1tR´12
”
dYt ´
´
CtX tdt`R1{22 dV t
¯ı
(4)
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where pW t, V t,X0q are independent copies of pWt, Vt,X0q (thus independent of the signal and the
observation path). In the above displayed formula Pηt stands for the covariance matrix
Pηt “ ηt
“pe´ ηtpeqqpe ´ ηtpeqq1‰ with ηt :“ LawpX t | Ftq and epxq :“ x.
We shall call this probabilistic model the Kalman-Bucy (nonlinear) diffusion process.
The nonlinear interaction does not take place only on the drift part, but also on the diffusion
matrix functional. In addition the nonlinearity does not depend on the distribution of the random
states πt “ LawpX tq but on their conditional distributions ηt :“ LawpX t | Ftq. The well-posedness
of this nonlinear diffusion is discussed in [19].
The nonlinear Kalman-Bucy diffusion is, in some sense, a generalized description of the Kalman-
Bucy filter. The Riccati equation (3) is captured in the nonlinear term of the diffusion. More
precisely, the conditional expectations of the random states Xt and their conditional covariance
matrices Pηt w.r.t. Ft satisfy the Kalman-Bucy and the Riccati equations (2) and (3), even when
the initial state is not Gaussian. That is, if we redefine
pXt :“ E `Xt | Ft˘ and Pt :“ Pηt (5)
then the flow of this (conditional) mean and covariance satisfy (2) and (3) irregardless of the
distribution of X0; see [19]. We assume this more general definition of pXt and Pt when referring to
(2) and (3) going forward.
Note that the flow of matrices Pηt depends only on the covariance matrix of the initial state X0.
This property follows from the specially designed structure of the nonlinear diffusion, which ensures
that the mean and covariance matrices satisfy the Kalman-Bucy filter and Riccati equations. This
structure simplifies the stability analysis of this diffusion. Given Pη0 the Kalman-Bucy diffusion
(4) can be interpreted as a non-homogeneous Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type diffusion with a conditional
covariance matrix Pt “ Pηt that satisfies the Riccati equation (3) starting from P0 “ Pη0 . In this
sense, the nonlinearity of the process is encapsulated by the Riccati equation.
Analysis of this diffusion allows one to capture non-Gaussian initial states even for time-varying
signal models. This class of nonlinear diffusion also arises in the mathematical and the numerical
foundations of ensemble-Kalman-Bucy filters and data assimilation [21]. In this context, the stability
properties of the Kalman-Bucy diffusion are essential for analyzing the long-time behaviour of this
class of algorithm.
Reiterating, in this work, we revisit the stability of the Kalman-Bucy filter and we study for
the first time the stability properties of the Kalman-Bucy diffusion. We derive new exponential
inequalities detailing the convergence of the filter and the diffusion with arbitrary initial conditions,
and the convergence properties of the associated differential Riccati equation. The classical study of
Riccati equations in control and estimation theory is motivated by their relationship with Kalman-
Bucy filtering and linear-quadratic optimal control theory [29, 25, 26]. Indeed, the two topics
are dual, and the two relevant differential Riccati equations are (mostly) equivalent up to a time-
reversal. We deal here primarily with the forward-type equation associated with the evolution of
the Kalman-Bucy filtering error.
We review now some of the key literature on the (deterministic) matrix Riccati-type differential
equation, i.e. quadratic matrix differential equations [29]. Our interest in this equation follows
because it describes the covariance flow of the Kalman-Bucy state estimation error. However, the
properties and behaviour of this equation are of interest in their own rights. Bucy [7] originally
studied a number of global properties of the differential matrix Riccati equation. In particular,
he proved that solutions exist for all time when the initial condition is positive semi-definite, he
proved a number of important monotonicity properties, along with bounds on the solution stated in
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terms of the controllability and observability Gramians. Bucy [7] studied when the solution of the
autonomous Riccati equation converges to a solution of an associated (fixed-point) algebraic Riccati
equation, and finally he proved exponential stability of the time-varying Kalman-Bucy filter along
with an exponential forgetting property of the associated Riccati equation. We review and re-prove
these results here via novel methods. We also refine quantitative estimates.
It is worth noting some history concerning Bucy’s uniform bounds. The original upper and lower
bounds on the (time-varying) Riccati equation given in [7] were particularly elegant in appearance;
being given in terms of the relevant observability and controllability Gramians. However, as noted
in [24], there was a crucial (yet commonly made) error in the proof which invalidated the result as
given. This error was repeated (and/or overlooked) in numerous subsequent works; including by the
current authors in the first writing of this work. A correction [8] was noted in a reply to [24]; see
Bucy’s reply [9] and a separate reply by Kalman [27]. However, a complete reworking of the result
did not appear in entirety, it seems, until much later in [20]. We remark that, in some sense, the
qualitative nature of the Kalman-Bucy filter’s stability was not jeopardised; as noted by Bucy [9, 8]
and Kalman [27]. However, given time-varying signal models, the lack of a complete proof on the
uniform boundedness of the Riccati equation in quantitative terms was somewhat unsatisfactory.
Associated with the differential Riccati equation is the (fixed-point) algebraic Riccati equation
whose solution(s) correspond to the equilibrium point(s) of the corresponding differential equation.
This algebraic equation was studied by Bucy in [12] and it was shown that there exists an unsta-
ble negative definite solution (in addition to the desired positive definite equilibrium). A detailed
study of the algebraic Riccati equation was given by J.C. Willems [52] who considered characterising
all solutions. Bucy [10] later considered the so-called structural stability of these solutions. De-
tectability and stabilisability conditions are necessary and sufficient for a unique stabilising positive
semi-definite solution of the algebraic equation [32]. See also [32, 13, 53] and the early review paper
[33] for related literature. A (marginally) stable solution of the algebraic Riccati equation exists
under detectability conditions; see [39, 40, 53, 44]. The discussion in [6, Chapter 2 and 3] is also of
general interest here; as is [35].
Returning to the differential Riccati equation [7], convergence to a stabilising fixed-point was
studied extensively in [13], where a number of generalised convergence conditions in terms of the
system model were given. We also note the early paper [54] that studied convergence and dealt
further with a generalized version of the Riccati equation with a linear perturbation term. See also
the seminal text [34]. A geometric analysis of the differential Riccati equation and its solution(s) is
given in [49]. In [23] sufficient conditions are given such that the solution of the differential Riccati
equation at any instant is stabilising; see also [43]. In other work [44, 15, 14, 42] convergence
to a (marginally) stable solution was studied again, with further relaxations and where necessary
conditions on the system model were addressed.
Finally, we point to the texts [46, 6, 1], dedicated to the Riccati equation, for further background
and results (many of which are tangent to the discussion relevant here).
Given convergence of the differential Riccati flow and some associated semigroups, one typically
concludes, in a straightforward way, the corresponding stability of the Kalman-Bucy filter; see the
work of Bucy [29, 7] and the studies [2, 41]. However, we refine this conclusion in this work, with
exponential inequalities and some related results.
1.1 Statement of the main results and paper organization
Let }¨}
2
be the Euclidean norm on Rr, or the spectral norm on Rrˆr, for some r ě 1. We denote
by Sr the set of prˆ rq real symmetric matrices, and by S`r the subset of positive-definite matrices.
To describe our main results with some precision we need to introduce some notation. For any
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0 ď s ď t, and px,Qq P pRr1 ˆ S`r1q we let`
ϕs,tpxq, ψs,tpx,Qq, ψs,tpx,Qq, φs,tpQq
˘ P pRr1 ˆ Rr1 ˆ Rr1 ˆ S`r1q
be respectively the flow of signal (1), the Kalman-Bucy filter (2), the Kalman-Bucy diffusion (4),
and the Riccati equation (3). We take here the conventional observability/controllability conditions
as holding; see the Standing Assumption (9) in Section 2.
In Section 2 we introduce the relevant signal model, the Kalman-Bucy filter and an associated
nonlinear diffusion process. This diffusion offers a novel interpretation of the Kalman-Bucy filter; i.e.
as the conditional mean and covariance of an associated nonlinear McKean-Vlasov-type diffusion.
This interpretation is interesting in its own right, and allows one to avoid Gaussian assumptions on
the initial state in a systematic way. We also introduce the concept of observability and controlla-
bility, which are signal related properties but which are relevant to the coming stability analysis.
We also introduce the notion of a steady-state limit of the Riccati flow.
In Section 3 we outline the relevant exponential and so-called Kalman-Bucy semigroups, as-
sociated largely with the Riccati flow and the stochastic flow of the Kalman-Bucy diffusion. We
show how trajectories/solutions of the Riccati flow and Kalman-Bucy diffusion are defined in terms
of these semigroups. Some preliminary technical lemmas are given concerning semigroup estimates
and a number of invariance relationships are introduced. Both time-varying and homogeneous signal
models are considered.
Section 4 is dedicated to the deterministic Riccati flow. Our first main result concerns the
boundedness of the solution to the Riccati equation.
Theorem 1.1. There exists some υ ą 0, assuming standard uniform observability and controllability
conditions, and some Λmin,Λmax P S`r1 such that for any t ě υ and any Q P S`r1 we have
Λmin ď φtpQq ď Λmax.
This result is stated precisely in Section 4 as Theorem 4.4 where the upper and lower bounds
are given in terms of the observability and controllability Gramians. Indeed, this theorem correctly
upper and lower bounds the Riccati flow in terms of these Gramians and it corrects Bucy’s erroneous
bounds given in [7].
Section 4 is largely inspired by the seminal paper of Bucy [7] and we review, reprove, correct
(where necessary), and refine those major results here. For example, under basic conditions, we
consider the Lipschitz continuity and existence of solutions to the Riccati matrix differential equa-
tion. Following Bucy’s original work [7], a detailed proof of uniform convergence for the associated
Kalman-Bucy semigroup is derived based on the corrected uniform bounds on the Riccati flow (and
its inverse). This leads to a number of qualitative and quantitative contraction estimates for the
semigroup and the Riccati flow, both with time-varying models, and time-invariant models (where
convergence to the fixed point of the Riccati operator is then considered).
The first main result of this type is of the following form and is stated precisely in Section 4 as
Theorem 4.8.
Theorem 1.2. There exists some υ ą 0 such that for any t ě υ and Q1, Q2 P S`r1 we have
}φtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2q}2 ď α exp t´βtu }Q1 ´Q2}2
for some positive parameters pα, βq whose values only depend on pΛmin,Λmaxq. The same inequality
holds for any time t ě 0 for some α “ αpQ1, Q2q that also depends on pQ1, Q2q.
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In Section 5 we initiate a novel analysis on the convergence of Kalman-Bucy stochastic flows,
both in the classical filtering form, and the novel nonlinear diffusion form. The first main result of
this type is the classical filtering stability result.
Theorem 1.3. There exists some υ ą 0 such that for any t ě s ě υ it follows
sup
QPS`r1
}E pψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq |Xsq }2 ď α exp t´βpt´ squ}x´Xs}2
with the parameters α, β ą 0 as given in Theorem 1.2.
This result is stated precisely in Section 5 as Theorem 5.1 and it is interesting because it shows
that the bias between the filter and the signal is exponentially stable irregardless of the stability
properties of the (time-varying) true signal. Much more is true, and we study exponential and
comparison inequalities that bound with dedicated probability (at any time), the stochastic flow
of the filter sample paths with respect to the underlying signal. That is, the next theorem shows
that all the sample paths of the Kalman filter remain bounded close to the true signal with a large
exponential probability. This result is stated precisely in Section 5 as Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 1.4. The conditional probability of the following events
} ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq}2 ď α1pQq e´βpt´sq }x´Xs}2 ` α2pQq
”
1` δ `
?
δ
ı
given the state variable Xs is greater than 1 ´ e´δ, for any δ ě 0 and any t P rs,8r, and some
parameter β ą 0 and some αipQq whose values only depend on Q, with i “ 1, 2.
In addition to this probabilistic convergence result, we give almost sure contraction-type es-
timates on the mean squared stochastic flow of the filter, conditioned on the underling signal of
interest. The next result is stated precisely in Section 5 as Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 1.5. For any t ě s ě 0, x1, x2 P Rr1, Q1, Q2 P S`r1 and n ě 1 we have the almost sure
local contraction estimate
E
`}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2n2 | Xs˘ 12n
ď α1pQ1, Q2q e´βpt´sq }x1 ´ x2}2 ` e´βpt´sq α2pQ1, Q2q
 }x2 ´Xs}2 `?n( }Q1 ´Q2}2
for some β ą 0 and some αipQ1, Q2q whose values only depend on pQ1, Q2q, with i “ 1, 2.
The preceding two results concern the Kalman-Bucy filter. We also have analogous results
for the nonlinear Kalman-Bucy diffusion, i.e. we show that all sample paths of the Kalman-Bucy
diffusion follow the true signal with a large exponential probability and we provide an almost sure
contraction-type estimate on the mean squared stochastic flow of both diffusion.
Theorem 1.6. The conditional probability of the following events›› ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq››2 ď α1pQq e´βpt´sq }x´Xs}2 ` α2pQq ”1` δ `?δı
given the state variable Xs is greater than 1 ´ e´δ, for any δ ě 0 and any t P rs,8r, and some
parameter β ą 0 and some αipQq whose values only depend on Q, with i “ 1, 2.
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Theorem 1.7. For any t ě s ě 0, x1, x2 P Rr1, Q1, Q2 P S`r1 and n ě 1 we have the almost sure
local contraction estimate
E
`}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2n2 | Xs˘ 12n
ď α1pQ1, Q2q e´βpt´sq }x1 ´ x2}2 ` e´βpt´sq α2pQ1, Q2q
 }x2 ´Xs}2 `?n( }Q1 ´Q2}2
for some β ą 0 and some αipQ1, Q2q whose values only depend on pQ1, Q2q, with i “ 1, 2.
The preceding two results are stated precisely in Section 5 as Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
Both of the preceding results offer a general notion of filter stability. To the best of our knowledge,
this approach to studying the stability of Kalman-Bucy stochastic flows is novel; and indeed this is
certainly true so far as the nonlinear Kalman-Bucy diffusion is concerned.
Throughout this article, attention is paid to the quantitative nature of the convergence and
stability results. For example, we study exponential rates in the autonomous case, in terms of
different estimates on the relevant semigroups, and we track closely the related constants in front
of these exponential terms. Our estimates are explicitly expressed with local Lipschitz contraction
inequalities, dependent on the relevant signal matrix norms, etc. This contrasts with the classical
analysis in [29, 11, 2, 41], which is purely qualitative in nature.
Carefully tracking constants is important for many applications; e.g. when studying the stability
of ensemble Kalman filters [36, 50, 19], extended Kalman filters [47, 18], or when it comes to
understanding general approximations of the Kalman filter, and it’s error dependence on the state-
space dimension [16, 45, 37].
1.2 Some basic notation
This section details some basic notation and terms used throughout the article.
With a slight abuse of notation, we denote by Id the identity matrix (with the size obvious from
the context). The matrix transpose is denoted by 1.
Denote by λipAq, with 1 ď i ď r, the non-increasing sequence of eigenvalues of a prˆrq-matrix A
and let SpecpAq be the set of all eigenvalues. We denote by λminpAq “ λrpAq and λmaxpAq “ λ1pAq
the minimal and the maximal eigenvalue. Set Asym :“ pA`A1q{2 for any prˆ rq-square matrix A.
We define a particular logarithmic norm µpAq of an pr1 ˆ r1q-square matrix A by
µpAq :“ inf tα : @x, xx,Axy ď α }x}2
2
u
“ λmax pAsymq
“ inf tα : @t ě 0, } exp pAtq}2 ď exp pαtqu.
(6)
The above equivalent formulations show that
µpAq ě ςpAq :“ max tRepλq : λ P SpecpAqu
where Repλq stands for the real part of the eigenvalues λ. The parameter ςpAq is often called the
spectral abscissa of A. Also note that Asym is negative definite as soon as µpAq ă 0.
The Frobenius matrix norm of a given pr1 ˆ r2q matrix A is defined by
}A}2F “ trpA1Aq with the trace operator trp¨q.
If A is a matrix pr ˆ rq, we have }A}2F “
ř
1ďi,jďrApi, jq2 ě }A}2. For any pr ˆ rq-matrix A, we
recall norm equivalence formulae
}A}22 “ λmaxpA1Aq ď trpA1Aq “ }A}2F ď r }A}22
7
.
The Hoffmann-Wieland theorem (Theorem 9.21 in [22]) also tells us that for any symmetric
matrices A,B we haveÿ
1ďiďr1
pλipAq ´ λipBqq2 ď }A´B}2F “
ÿ
1ďiďr1
pλipA´Bqq2 .
Now, given some random variable Z with some probability measure or distribution η and some
measurable function f on some product space Rr, we let
ηpfq “ EpfpZqq “
ż
fpxq ηpdxq
be the integral of f w.r.t. η or the expectation of fpZq. As a rule any multivariate variable, say
Z, is represented by a column vector and we use the transposition operator Z 1 to denote the row
vector (similarly for matrices).
We also recall as background that for any non-negative random variable Z such that
E
`
Z2n
˘1{n ď z2 n for some parameter z ­“ 0
and for any n ě 1 we have
E
`
Z2n
˘ ď pz2nqn ď e?
2
´e
2
z2
¯n
EpV 2nq
for some Gaussian and centered random variable V with unit variance. We check this claim using
Stirling approximation
EpV 2nq “ 2´n p2nq!
n!
ě e´1 2´n
?
4πn p2nq2n e´2n?
2πn nn e´n
“
?
2e´1
ˆ
2
e
˙n
nn.
By [17, Proposition 11.6.6], the probability of the following event
pZ{zq2 ď e
2
?
2
„
1
2
`
´
δ `
?
δ
¯
(7)
is greater than 1´ e´δ, for any δ ě 0.
Given a real valued continuous martingale Mt starting at the origin M0 “ 0, for any n ě 1 and
any time horizon t ě 0 we have
E
ˆ
sup
0ďsďt
|Ms|n
˙
1{n
ď 2
?
2
?
n E
´
xMyn{2t
¯
1{n
. (8)
Proof of these Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities is in [48]; see also [30, Theorem B.1 p. 97].
2 Description of the models
2.1 The Kalman-Bucy filter
In general (i.e. not assuming X0 is Gaussian), for any 0 ď s ď t, we define the stochastic flow
Φs,t : px,Qq P pRr1 ˆ S`r1q ÞÑ Φs,tpx,Qq “ pψs,tpx,Qq, φs,tpQqq P pRr1 ˆ S`r1q
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as describing the Kalman-Bucy filter; where for any horizon s and any time t P rs,8r we have$&%
dψs,tpx,Qq “ rAt ´ φs,tpQqSts ψs,tpx,Qq dt` φs,tpQq C 1tR´12 dYt
Btφs,tpQq “ Ricc pφs,tpQqq with Φs,spx,Qq “ px,Qq.
With similar notation, we also denote by ϕs,tpxq the stochastic flow of the signal process,
dϕs,tpxq “ Atϕs,tpxqdt`R1{21 dWt with ϕs,spxq “ x
for any t P rs,8r, and any x P Rr1 .
Note that in general φs,tpφspQqq “ φtpQq and,
φs`tpQq “ φs,s`tpφspQqq and φs,tpQq “ φs`u,tpφs,s`upQqq, 0 ď u ď t´ s.
Observe that when the signal is time-invariant, then so is the Riccati equation and thus
φs,s`tpQq “ φtpQq “: φ0,tpQq or φs,tpQq “ φt´spQq “ φu,t´spφupQqq, 0 ď u ď t´ s
along with numerous other (equivalent) combinations of stationary shifts.
2.2 Nonlinear Kalman-Bucy diffusions
For any 0 ď s ď t, we let
Φs,t : px,Qq P pRr1 ˆ S`r1q ÞÑ Φs,tpx,Qq “
`
ψs,tpx,Qq, φs,tpQq
˘ P pRr1 ˆ S`r1q
be the stochastic flow of the Kalman-Bucy diffusion; that is, for any time horizon s and any time
t P rs,8r we have
dψs,tpx,Qq “ rAt ´ φs,tpQqSts ψs,tpx,Qq dt` φs,tpQq C 1tR´12 dYt
`R1{2
1
dW t ´ φs,tpQqC 1tR´1{22 dV t
with ψs,spx,Qq “ x, for t “ s.
2.3 Observability and controllability conditions
We consider the observability and controllability Gramians Os,t and Cs,t defined by
Cs,t :“
ż t
s
exp
»– t¿
r
Au du
fiflR1 exp
»– t¿
r
Au du
fifl1 dr
and
Os,t :“
ż t
s
exp
»– r¿
t
Au du
fifl1Sr exp
»– r¿
t
Au du
fifl dr
for all t ě s ě 0. We let Ct :“ C0,t and Ot :“ O0,t. Here exp r
űt
s
Au dus defines a semigroup
associated with the matrix flow. We return to this semigroup and its properties later; see (12) for
a more precise definition.
We take the following assumption as holding in the statement of all results.
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Standing Assumption: There exists parameters υ,̟o,c˘ ą 0 such that
̟c´ Id ď Ct,t`υ ď ̟c` Id and ̟o´ Id ď Ot,t`υ ď ̟o` Id (9)
uniformly for all t ě 0. The parameter υ is called the interval of observability/controllability.
Note that if the signal matrices are time-invariant, then the pair pA,R1{2
1
q is a controllable and
pA,Cq is observable if
”
R
1{2
1
, AR
1{2
1
, . . . , Ar1´1R
1{2
1
ı
and
»———–
C
CA
...
CAr1´1
fiffiffiffifl (10)
both have rank r1. Under our common (in filtering) modelling assumption that R1 P S`r1 , the pair
pA,R1{2
1
q is immediately controllable.
Under these conditions (10) there always exists parameters υ,̟o,c˘ ą 0 ensuring that (9) holds.
For example, whenever the signal drift matrix A is diagonalizable, and R1, S P S`r1 we can choose
̟c´ “ λminpR1q min
λPSpecpAq
e2λυ ´ 1
2λ
ď ̟c` “ λmaxpR1q max
λPSpecpAq
e2λυ ´ 1
2λ
as well as
̟o´ “ λminpSq min
λPSpecpAq
1´ e´2λυ
2λ
ď ̟o` “ λmaxpSq max
λPSpecpAq
1´ e´2λυ
2λ
for any υ ą 0.
In the time-invariant case, these conditions (10) are sufficient (but not necessary [44, 14]) to
ensure there exists a (unique) positive definite fixed-point matrix P “ φtpP q solving the so-called
algebraic Riccati equation
RiccpP q :“ AP ` PA1 ´ PSP `R1 “ 0. (11)
In this time-invariant model setting, the matrix difference A´PS is asymptotically stable (Hurwitz
stable) even when the signal matrix A is unstable [35, Theorems 9.12, 9.15]. More relaxed conditions
(i.e. detectability and stabilisability) for a stabilising solution (perhaps only positive semi-definite)
to exist are discussed widely in the literature; see [32, 40, 35] and the convergence results in [34, 13].
A (marginally) stable solution to (11) exists under a detectability condition, and convergence to this
solution is given under mild additional conditions in [44, 14, 42]. We also note that the stability of
A´ PS follows from Theorems 4.8 and 5.1; and it follows that φtpQq for Q P S`r1 converges to the
fixed point P due to Theorem 4.8 and the Banach fixed-point theorem.
In the time-varying case, we are interested in asymptotic stability results and results that tend
to bound the Riccati flow φtpQq uniformly on both sides by the controllability and observability
Gramians. In this setting, there is typically no fixed point for the flow φtpQq and the difference
At ´ φtpQqSt need not be a stable matrix at any instant in general; see also [23, 43].
Since we switch between time-invariant signal models and time-varying models (in which no fixed
point of (3) generally exists), we choose not to relax our observability/controllability assumptions,
e.g. viz. [32, 44]. In fact, as discussed in [14], there is really no generality lost by assuming
observability over the (arguably) weaker detectability condition [44] even in the time-invariant case.
One may substitute a generalised controllability condition like that studied in [2]; albeit only weaker
results are achievable (as shown by example in [2]). Anyway, in our case, we have R1 P S`r1 , as is
common in many filtering problems.
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3 Semigroups of the Riccati flow and Kalman-Bucy filter
3.1 Exponential semigroups
The transition matrix associated with a smooth flow of pr ˆ rq-matrices A : u ÞÑ Au is denoted by
Es,tpAq “ exp
»– t¿
s
Au du
fiflðñ BtEs,tpAq “ At Es,tpAq and BsEs,tpAq “ ´Es,tpAq As (12)
for any s ď t, with Es,s “ Id, the identity matrix.
The following technical lemma gives a pair of semigroup estimates for the state transition ma-
trices associated with a sum of drift-type matrices.
Lemma 3.1. Let A : u ÞÑ Au and B : u ÞÑ Bu be the smooth flows of pr ˆ rq-matrices. For any
s ď t we have
}Es,tpA`Bq}2 ď exp
ˆż t
s
µpAuq du`
ż t
s
}Bu}2 du
˙
.
In addition, for the matrix spectral, or Frobenius, norm } ¨ } we have
}Es,tpA`Bq} ď αA exp
„
´βApt´ sq ` αA
ż t
s
}Bu} du

as soon as
@0 ď s ď t }Es,tpAq} ď αA exp p´βA pt´ sqq.
Proof. The above estimate is a direct consequence of the matrix log-norm inequality
µpAt `Btq ď µpAtq ` µpBtq and the fact that µpBtq ď }Bt}2.
This ends the proof of the first assertion. To check the second assertion we observe that
BtEs,tpA`Bq “ pBtEtpA`Bqq EspA`Bq´1 “ AtEs,tpA`Bq `BtEs,tpA`Bq.
This implies that
Es,tpA`Bq “ Es,tpAq `
ż t
s
Eu,tpAq BuEs,upA`Bq du
for any s ď t from which we prove that
eβApt´sq}Es,tpA`Bq} ď αA ` αA
ż t
s
eβApt´sq e´βApt´uq }Bu} }Es,upA`Bq} du
“ αA ` αA
ż t
s
}Bu} eβApu´sq}Es,upA`Bq} du
By Grönwall’s lemma this implies that
eβApt´sq}Es,tpA`Bq} ď αA exp
„ż t
s
αA}Bu} du

.
This ends the proof of the lemma.
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3.1.1 Time-invariant exponential semigroups
For time-invariant matrices At “ A, the state transition matrix reduces to a conventional matrix
exponential
Es,tpAq “ ept´sqA “ Et´spAq.
In this subsection we are interested in estimating the norm of EtpAq. We state the following
general convergence result on the time-invariant semigroup generated by the matrix pA´PSq where
P is the fixed-point solution to (11).
Lemma 3.2. Under the time-invariant observability/controllability conditions (10), it follows that,
Dν ą 0, Dκ ă 8 : @t ě 0, }etpA´PSq}2 ď κ e´ν t. (13)
Proof. The observability/controllability rank conditions (10) are sufficient to ensure the existence
of a (unique) positive definite solution P of (11) and that ςpA´ PSq ă 0; see [32, 35]. We know
}etpA´PSq}2 ď eµpA´PSqt
applies whenever µpA´ PSq ă 0. Otherwise, we can also use any of the estimates presented below
in (14), (15), (16), (17).
The norm of EtpAq can be estimated in various ways: The first is based on the Jordan decom-
position T´1AT “ J of the matrix A in terms of k Jordan blocks associated with the eigenvalues
with multiplicities mi, with 1 ď i ď k. In this situation, we have the Jordan type estimate
eςpAqt ď }EtpAq}2 ď κJor,tpT q eςpAqt (14)
with
κJor,tpT q :“
ˆ
max
0ďjăn
tj
j!
˙
}T }2}T´1}2 and n :“ max
1ďiďk
mi.
Note that κJor,tpT q depends on the time horizon t as soon as A is not of full rank. In addition,
whenever A is close to singular, the condition number condpT q :“ }T }2}T´1}2 tends to be very
large. When A is diagonalizable the above estimate becomes
eςpAqt ď }EtpAq}2 ď condpT q eςpAqt. (15)
Another method is based on the Schur decomposition U 1AU “ D ` T in terms of an unitary
matrix U , with D “ diagpλ1pAq, . . . ;λrpAqq and a strictly triangular matrix T s.t. Ti,j “ 0 for any
i ě j. In this case we have the Schur type estimate
}EtpAq}2 ď κSch,tpT q eςpAqt with κSch,tpT q :“
ÿ
0ďiďr
p}T }2tqi
i!
. (16)
The proof of these estimates can be found in [51, 38]. In both cases for any ǫ Ps0, 1s and any t ě 0
we have
eςpAqt ď }EtpAq}2 ď κApǫq ep1´ǫqςpAqt (17)
for some constants κApǫq whose values only depend on the parameters ǫ. When A is asymptotically
stable; that is all its eigenvalues have negative real parts, for any positive definite matrix B we have
eςpAqt ď }EtpAq}2 ď condpT q exp
”
´t{}B´1{2T B´1{2}2
ı
with the positive definite matrix
T “
ż 8
0
eA
1t B eAt dtðñ A1T ` TA “ ´B.
The proof of these estimates can be found in [31, see e.g. Theorem 13.6].
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3.2 Kalman-Bucy semigroups
For any s ď t and Q1, Q2 P S`r1 we set
Es,tpQ1, Q2q :“ exp
»– t¿
s
ˆ
Au ´ φupQ1q ` φupQ2q
2
Su
˙
du
fifl and Es,tpQ1q :“ Es,tpQ1, Q1q.
When s “ 0 we write EtpQ1q and EtpQ1, Q2q in place of E0,tpQ1q and E0,tpQ1, Q2q. In this notation
we have
Es,tpQ1, Q2q “ EtpQ1, Q2qEspQ1, Q2q´1 and Es,tpQ1q “ EtpQ1qEspQ1q´1.
We have the following important result.
Proposition 3.3. For any s ď t and Q1, Q2 P S`r1 we have
φtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2q “ Es,tpQ1q rφspQ1q ´ φspQ2qs Es,tpQ2q1 (18)
“ Es,tpQ1, Q2q rφspQ1q ´ φspQ2qs Es,tpQ1, Q2q1 (19)
as well as
φtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2q “ Es,tpQ2q rφspQ1q ´ φspQ2qs Es,tpQ2q1 (20)
´
ż t
s
Eu,tpQ2q rφupQ1q ´ φupQ2qs Su rφupQ1q ´ φupQ2qs Eu,tpQ2q1 du.
Proof. These semigroup formulae are direct consequences of the following three polarization-type
formulae
RiccpQ1q ´RiccpQ2q
“ pAt ´Q1StqpQ1 ´Q2q ` pQ1 ´Q2qpAt ´Q2Stq1
“ “At ´ 12pQ1 `Q2qSt‰ pQ1 ´Q2q ` pQ1 ´Q2q “At ´ 12pQ1 `Q2qSt‰1
“ pAt ´Q2StqpQ1 ´Q2q ` pQ1 ´Q2qpAt ´Q2Stq1 ´ pQ1 ´Q2qStpQ1 ´Q2q
(21)
where the first line implies (18), the second line implies (19), and the third line implies (20). We
check these polarization-type formulae using the decompositions
Q1StQ1 ´Q2StQ2 “ Q1StpQ1 ´Q2q ` pQ1 ´Q2qStQ2
“ 1
2
pQ1 `Q2qStpQ1 ´Q2q ` 1
2
pQ1 ´Q2qStpQ1 `Q2q
“ pQ1 ´Q2qStpQ1 ´Q2q `Q2SpQ1 ´Q2q ` pQ1 ´Q2qStQ2.
The proof of (18), (19) and (20) from basic calculations, for example, equation (19) follows by
BtpφtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2qq “ RiccpφtpQ1qq ´ RiccpφtpQ2qq
“
ˆ
At ´ φtpQ1q ` φtpQ2q
2
St
˙
pφtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2qq
` pφtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2qq
ˆ
At ´ φtpQ1q ` φtpQ2q
2
St
˙1
.
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Now the solution of this linear equation is given by Es,tpQ1, Q2q rφspQ1q ´ φspQ2qs Es,tpQ1, Q2q1
which is (19). This ends the proof of the proposition.
Given a time-varying signal model, it is useful to define some additional notation. For any
s ď u ď t and Q P S`r1 we set
Et|spQq :“ exp
»– t¿
s
pAu ´ φs,upQqSuq du
fifl and Eu,t|spQq :“ exp
»– t¿
u
pAr ´ φs,rpQqSrq dr
fifl
with Eu,t|spQq “ Et|spQqEu|spQq´1. Note there is a relationship between Et|s and Es,t in the
following sense
Et|spφspQqq “ exp
»– t¿
s
pAu ´ φs,upφspQqqSuq du
fifl
“ exp
»– t¿
s
pAu ´ φupQqSuq du
fifl “ Es,tpQq
where we simply used φs,tpφspQqq “ φtpQq.
In the time-invariant signal model setting, we point to [5] for an explicit expression of this
exponential semigroup Es,tpQq, along with some applications in a refined stability analysis of the
associated Riccati equation. We return to this latter remark later.
4 Riccati flows
We start this section with a preliminary result concerning the monotonicity of the Riccati operator,
some basic boundedness results and a Lipschitz estimate.
Proposition 4.1. The Riccati flow Q ÞÑ φtpQq is a non-decreasing function w.r.t. the Loewner
partial order; that is we have
Q1 ď Q2 ðñ φtpQ1q ď φtpQ2q.
For any Q1, Q2 P S`r1 we have the local Lipschitz inequality
}φtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2q}F ď lQ1,Q2pφtq }Q1 ´Q2}F (22)
for some Lipschitz constant
lQ1,Q2pφtq ď r}EtpQ1q}2 }EtpQ2q}2s ^ }EtpQ1, Q2q}2 ă 8.
Proof. Using Proposition 3.3 we prove that Q ÞÑ φtpQq is an non decreasing function w.r.t. the
Loewner partial order. The Lipschitz estimate (22) is a direct consequence of the implicit semigroup
formulae (18) and (19).
It follows that for any Q P S`r1 , the time-varying Riccati flow φtpQq is well-defined and a unique
solution exists for all t ě 0; since the local Lipschitz estimate is ‘global’ on any finite interval.
The Riccati flow Q ÞÑ φtpQq also depends monotonically on the parameters S and R1.
Corollary 4.2. Let R1p2q ě R1p1q P S`r1 and Stp1q ě Stp2q ě 0 for all t ě 0. Then φs,tpQ, 2q ě
φs,tpQ, 1q where
Btφs,tpQ, iq “ AtQ`QA1t ´QStpiqQ `R1piq, i P t1, 2u.
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Now define
}φpQq}2 :“ sup
tě0
}φtpQq}2 ă 8 (23)
which is always uniformly bounded for small enough t as a result of the Lipschitz estimate on r0, ts.
In the time-invariant setting, when the desired solution P of (11) exists, the following result
characterizes a uniform upper-bound on the Riccati flow and a bound on its growth.
Proposition 4.3. The Riccati flow obeys
Q ÞÑ φtpQq ď P ` EtpP qpQ´ P qEtpP q1.
In addition, for any Q P S`r1 we have the uniform estimates
}φpQq}2 ď }P }2 ` κ2}Q´ P }2 and sup
tą0
t´1}φtpQq ´Q}2 ă 8 (24)
where κ is defined in Lemma 3.2.
Proof. Choosing Q2 “ P and s “ 0 in (20) we find that
φtpQq ´ P “ EtpP q rQ´ P sEtpP q1 ´
ż t
0
Eu,tpP q rφupQq ´ P s S rφupQq ´ P s Eu,tpP q1 du.
This implies
0 ď φtpQq ď P ` EtpP qpQ´ P qEtpP q1 ñ }φtpQq}2 ď }P }2 ` }EtpP q}22}Q´ P }2.
It then follows that }φpQq}2 ď }P }2 ` κ2}Q´ P }2 from which we conclude
φtpQq “ Q`
ż t
0
RiccpφspQqq dsñ }φtpQq ´Q}F ď cQ t
for some finite constant cQ whose values only depends on Q. This completes the proof.
4.1 Uniform bounds on the Riccati flow
We let CtpOq and OtpCq be the Gramian matrices defined by
OtpCq :“ C´1t
„ż t
0
Es,tpAq Cs Ss Cs Es,tpAq1 ds

C
´1
t
CtpOq :“ O´1t
„ż t
0
E
1
s,tpAq´1 OsR1 Os Es,tpAq´1 ds

O
´1
t .
Under our standard observability and controllability assumptions (9), there exists some parameters
̟c˘pOq,̟o˘pCq ą 0 such that
̟c´pOq Id ď CυpOq ď ̟c`pOq Id and ̟o´pCq Id ď OυpCq ď ̟o`pCq Id
holds uniformly on the interval υ ą 0 of observability/controllability.
The main objective of this section is to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.4. For any t ě υ and any Q P S`r1 we have`
OυpCq ` C´1υ
˘´1 ď φtpQq ď O´1υ ` CυpOq.
In addition, this implies`
OυpCq ` C´1υ
˘´1 ď P ď O´1υ ` CυpOq and `O´1υ ` CυpOq˘´1 ď P´1 ď OυpCq ` C´1υ .
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 4.5. For any Q P S`r1 and for any t ě υ we have
SpecpφtpQqq and SpecpP q Ă
”`
̟o`pCq ` 1{̟c´
˘´1
,̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´
ı
Note that this corollary, together with the definition (23), and following the proof of Proposition
4.3, yields the following growth estimate,
sup
těυ
t´1}φtpQq ´Q}2 ă 8
in the general setting with time-varying signal models.
The proof of the theorem is based on comparison inequalities between the Riccati flow and the
flow of matrices defined below.
We let
Q ÞÑ φot pQq and Q ÞÑ φctpQq
with the flows associated with the Riccati equation with drift functions Ricco and Riccc defined by
RicccpQq :“ AtQ`QA1t `R1
RiccopQq :“ AtQ`QA1t ´QStQ “ RiccpQq ´R1.
Lemma 4.6. For any t ě υ we have
Ct ď φctpQq “ EtpAq Q EtpAq1 ` Ct and φot pQq “ EtpAq
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1
EtpAq1 ď O´1t (25)
with
Ot :“ EtpAq1Ot EtpAq “
ż t
0
EspAq1Ss EspAq ds.
In addition, for any t ě υ we have the estimates
φot pQq ď φtpQq ď O´1t ` CtpOq
as well as
sup
těυ
φtpQq ď O´1υ ` CυpOq and 0 ă
`
O
´1
υ ` CυpOq
˘´1 ď inf
těυ
φtpQq´1.
Proof. The l.h.s. inequality of (25) is immediate. We check the r.h.s. inequality of (25) using the
fact that
Btφot pQq “ pBtEtpAqq
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1
EtpAq1
`EtpAq
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1 `BtEtpAq1˘
`EtpAq
”
Bt
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1ı
EtpAq1
“ Atφot pQq ` φot pQqA1t ` EtpAq
”
Bt
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1ı
EtpAq1.
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On the other hand, recalling the inverse derivation formula
BtM´1t “ ´M´1t pBtMtq M´1t
we find via Leibniz’s rule that
Bt
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1
“ ´ `Q´1 `Ot˘´1 “Bt `Q´1 `Ot˘‰looooooooomooooooooon
“EtpAq1St EtpAq
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1
“ ´
!`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1
EtpAq1
)
St
!
EtpAq
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1)
.
This implies that
EtpAq
”
Bt
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1ı
EtpAq1
“ ´
!
EtpAq
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1
EtpAq1
)
St
!
EtpAq
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1
EtpAq1
)
“ ´φot pQqStφot pQq.
We also have
EtpAq
`
Q´1 `Ot
˘´1
EtpAq1 ď EtpAqO´1t EtpAq1
“ EtpAq EtpAq´1 O´1t pEtpAq´1q1 EtpAq1 “ O´1t .
This ends the proof of (25). Also observe that
RiccpQ1q ´ RiccopQ2q “ RiccpQ1q ´RiccpQ2q `R1.
Using the polarization formulae (21) we conclude that
φtpQq ´ φot pQq “
ż t
0
Es,tpMpQqq R1 Es,tpMpQqq1 ds ě 0
with the flow of matrices
u ÞÑMupQq :“ Au ´ φ
o
upQq ` φupQq
2
Su.
We have the decomposition
φtpQq :“ EtpAq´1φtpQqE 1tpAq´1
“ Q`
ż t
0
EspAq´1R1E 1spAq´1 ds
´
ż t
0
EspAq´1φspQqE 1spAq´1BsOs EspAq´1φspQqE 1spAq´1 ds.
In differential form this equation resumes to
BtφtpQq “ Rt ´ φtpQq
“BtOt‰φtpQq with Rt “ EtpAq´1R1E 1tpAq´1.
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On the other hand, we have
Bt
 
OtφtpQqOt
(
“ “BtOt‰φtpQqOt `OtφtpQq “BtOt‰`Ot  Rt ´ φtpQq “BtOt‰ φtpQq(Ot
“ OtRtOt ` BtOt ´
“
Id´OtφtpQq
‰ BtOt “Id´OtφtpQq‰1
ď BtOt `OtRtOt :“ Bt
“
Ot `Rt
‰
with
Rt “
ż t
0
OsRsOs ds “
ż t
0
EspAq1OsR1 Os EspAq ds.
This implies that
EtpAq1OtφtpQqOtEtpAq “ OtφtpQqOt ď Ot `Rt “ Ot `
ż t
0
OsRsOs ds
“ EtpAq1OtEtpAq `
ż t
0
EspAq1OsR1 OsEspAqds
from which we conclude that
φtpQq ď O´1t ` CtpOq.
Since CtpOq and Ot don’t depend on the initial state Q, for any t ě υ we have
φtpQq “ φυpφt´υpQqq ď O´1υ ` CυpOq.
The inverse of both sides exists due to our observability/controllability assumption. This ends the
proof of the lemma.
Whenever it exists the inverse φtpQq´1 of the positive definite symmetric matrices φtpQq ą 0,
satisfies the following eigenvalue relationships
φtpQq´1 ě
`
O
´1
υ ` CυpOq
˘´1 ùñ inf
QPS`r1
λmin
`
φtpQq´1
˘ ě `̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´˘´1 ą 0
and
sup
QPS`r1
ςpφtpQqq ď ςpO´1υ ` CυpOqq ď ςpO´1υ q ` ςpCυpOqq ď ̟c`pOq ` p1{̟o´q.
We also have
inf
QPS`r1
λmin
`
φtpQq´1
˘ “ 1
sup
QPS`r1
λmax pφtpQqq ñ supQPS`r1
λmax pφtpQqq ď ̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´ ă 8.
The inverse matrices φtpQq´1 satisfy the equation
BtφtpQq´1 “ Ricc´pφtpQq´1q
for any t ě υ, with the drift function
Ricc´pQq “ ´A1tQ´QAt ´QR1Q` St.
We denote by φ´ot pQ´1q the flow starting at Q´1 associated with the drift function
Ricc´opQq :“ ´QAt ´A1tQ´QR1Q “ Ricc´pQq ´ St.
The next lemma concerns the uniform boundedness of the inverse φtpQq´1 of the positive definite
symmetric matrices φtpQq ą 0, w.r.t the time horizon t ě υ.
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Lemma 4.7. For any t ě υ we have
Ct ď
“
φ´ot pQ´1q
‰´1 “ EtpAqQ´1EtpAq1 ` Ct “ φctpQ´1q.
In addition we have
φ´ot pQ´1q ď φtpQq´1 ď OtpCq ` C´1t
as well as
sup
těυ
φtpQq´1 ď OυpCq ` C´1υ and 0 ă
`
OυpCq ` C´1υ
˘´1 ď inf
těυ
φtpQq.
Proof. For brevity we write Es,t :“ Es,tpAq. Arguing as in the proof of the preceding lemma, the
flow φ´ot pQ´1q associated with Ricc´o is given by
φ´ot pQ´1q “ pE 1tq´1
ˆ
Q´1 `
ż t
0
E
´1
s R1 pE 1sq´1 ds
˙´1
E
´1
t
“
ˆ
EtQ
´1
E
1
t `
ż t
0
Es,tR1 E
1
s,t ds
˙´1
“ `EtQ´1E 1t ` Ct˘´1 “ φctpQ´1q´1 ď C´1t .
This can be checked via differentiation as in the preceding proof. In addition, arguing as before,
φtpQq´1 ě φ´ot pQ´1q.
Also observe that the Riccati flow pφtpQq :“ φtpQq´1 satisfies a Riccati equation defined similarly
to that of φtpQq but with a replacement on the matrices pAt, R1, Stq given by p pAt, pRt, pSq withpAt :“ ´A1t pRt “ St and pS “ R1.
That is, we have that
pφtpQq “ pAt pφtpQq ` pφtpQq pA1t ` pRt ´ pφtpQq pS pφtpQq
with the initial condition pφ0pQq “ Q´1. This follows the inverse derivation formula also used in the
preceding proof. Now it follows from the preceding lemma that
pφtpQq ď pO´1t ` pCtp pOq
with pOt “ ż t
0
E
1
sp pAq´1 R1 Esp pAq´1 ds “ ż t
0
Es R1 E
1
s ds “ Ct
and
pCtp pOq “ pO´1t „ż t
0
E
1
s,tp pAq´1 pOs pRt pOs Es,tp pAq´1 ds pO´1t
“ C´1t
„ż t
0
Es,t Cs St Cs E
1
s,t ds

C
´1
t “ OtpCq.
We conclude that
φ´ot pQ´1q ď φtpQq´1 ď C´1t `OtpCq.
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We also have
sup
tě0
φtpQq´1 “ sup
těυ
φυ pφt´υpQqq´1 ď OυpCq ` C´1υ
and therefore
inf
těυ
φtpQq ě
`
OυpCq ` C´1υ
˘´1
.
This ends the proof of the lemma.
Combining this pair of lemmas we readily prove Theorem 4.4. This ends the proof of the theorem.
4.2 Bucy’s convergence theorem for Kalman-Bucy semigroups
We now prove the exponential convergence of a time-varying semigroup generated by a time-
varying matrix difference of the form At´φtpQqSt. This significantly generalises (13) of Lemma 3.2.
Note here we seek explicit constants in this theorem which rely on our assumption 0 ă R1 P S`r1 .
This assumption ensures controllability trivially holds, and it is a typical assumption in filtering
applications. Qualitative exponential convergence estimates under weaker (i.e. only controllabil-
ity/observability conditions on the model pAt, R1, Stq) follow from a time-varying version of Lya-
punov’s method [3]; see e.g. [7, 3, 2] and [6, Chapter 10]. The latter is of interest when R1 may
be only positive semi-definite, which is common in control applications, and more generally when
considering the convergence properties of the Riccati equation for its own sake.
Theorem 4.8 (Bucy [7]). For any t ě s ě υ we have
sup
QPS`r1
}Es,tpQq}2 ď α exp t´βpt´ squ
with the parameters
α2 :“ ̟
o
`pCq ` 1{̟c´
̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´
and 2β :“ 1p̟o`pCq ` 1{̟c´q
„
inf
tě0
λminpStq ` λminpR1qp̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´q2

.
Proof. Observe that
φtpQq´1pAt ´ φtpQqStq ` pAt ´ φtpQqStq1φtpQq´1 ` Ricc´
`
φtpQq´1
˘
“ ´ “St ` φtpQq´1R1φtpQq´1‰ .
This implies that
Bt
`
Es,tpQq1φtpQq´1Es,tpQq
˘
“ Es,tpQq1
 pAt ´ φtpQqStq1φtpQq´1 ` φtpQq´1pAt ´ φtpQqStq ` Ricc´ `φtpQq´1˘(Es,tpQq
from which we conclude that
Bt
`
Es,tpQq1φtpQq´1Es,tpQq
˘ “ ´Es,tpQq1 “St ` φtpQq´1R1φtpQq´1‰Es,tpQq.
By Theorem 4.4, we also have
St ` φtpQq´1R1 φtpQq´1 ě
„
inf
tě0
λminpStq ` λminpR1q
λ2maxpφtpQqq

Id
ě
„
inf
tě0
λminpStq ` λminpR1qp̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´q2

Id
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and
p̟o`pCq ` 1{̟c´q´1 Id ď φtpQq ď p̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´q Id
ðñ p̟o`pCq ` 1{̟c´q Id ě φtpQq´1 ě p̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´q´1 Id.
This implies that
St ` φtpQq´1R1 φtpQq´1 ě β φtpQq´1
with
β :“ 1p̟o`pCq ` 1{̟c´q
„
inf
tě0
λminpStq ` λminpR1qp̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´q2

from which we conclude that
Es,tpQq1φtpQq´1Es,tpQq ě p̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´q Es,tpQq1Es,tpQq.
This implies that
BtxEs,tpQq x, φtpQq´1Es,tpQq xy ď ´ β xEs,tpQq x, φtpQq´1 Es,tpQq xy.
By Grönwall inequality we prove that
p̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´qxEs,tpQq x,Es,tpQq xy ď xEs,tpQq x, φtpQq´1Es,tpQq xy
ď e´βpt´sqxx, φspQq´1 xy
ď p̟o`pCq ` 1{̟c´q e´βpt´sqxx, xy
from which we conclude that
}Es,tpQq}22 ď
̟o`pCq ` 1{̟c´
̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´
e´βpt´sq.
This ends the proof of the theorem.
We also have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.9. For any 0 ď s ď t and any Q P S`r1 we have
}Es,tpQq}2 ď ρpQq exp t´βpt´ squ (26)
with the function
Q ÞÑ ρpQq :“ pα_ 1q exp
„ˆ
β ` sup
tě0
}At}2 ` }φpQq}2 sup
tě0
}St}2
˙
υ

and the uniform norm }φpQq}2 introduced in (23).
Proof. The estimate is immediate when υ ď s ď t. By Lemma 3.1, for any 0 ď s ď t ď υ we have
}Es,tpQq}2 ď exp t´βpt´ squ exp
„
βpt´ sq `
ˆ
sup
tě0
}At}2 ` }φpQq}2 sup
tě0
}St}2
˙
υ

ùñ p26q.
In the same vein, when 0 ď s ď υ ď t we use theorem 4.8 to check that
Es,tpQq “ Eυ,tpQqEs,υpQq
ùñ }Es,tpQq}2 ď α exp t´βpt´ υqu exp
„ˆ
sup
tě0
}At}2 ` }φpQq}2 sup
tě0
}St}2
˙
pυ ´ sq

.
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This implies that
}Es,tpQq}2 ď α exp t´βpt´ squ exp
„ˆ
β ` sup
tě0
}At}2 ` }φpQq}2 sup
tě0
}St}2
˙
pυ ´ sq

.
This ends the proof of the corollary.
Using (18) we readily check the following contraction estimate.
Corollary 4.10. For any t ě 0 any Q1, Q2 P S`r1 we have
}φtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2q}2 ď ρpQ1, Q2q exp t´2βtu }Q1 ´Q2}2
with
ρpQ1, Q2q :“ ρpQ1qρpQ2q
with Q ÞÑ ρpQq defined in Corollary 4.9.
4.3 Quantitative contraction estimates for time-invariant signal models
We now consider time-invariant signal models, and we note that satisfaction of the observability
and controllability rank conditions (10) are sufficient to ensure the existence of a (unique) positive
definite, and stabilizing, solution P of (11). We thus assume that the time-invariant matrix A´PS
satisfies (13) of Lemma 3.2 for some ν ą 0 and some κ ă 8.
Bucy’s theorem discussed in Section 4.2 yields more or less directly several contraction inequal-
ities. Note that because of (24) it follows that
Q ÞÑ ρpQq :“ pα_ 1q exp rpβ ` }A}2 ` }φpQq}2 }S}2q υs
ď pα_ 1q exp “`β ` }A}2 ` `}P }2 ` κ2}Q´ P }2˘ }S}2˘ υ‰ (27)
and thus Corollaries 4.9 and 4.10 immediately deliver crude (in terms of the rate) quantitative
contraction results in the time-invariant setting.
Note that the explicit constants following in this work rely again on our (common in filtering)
assumption that 0 ă R1 P S`r1 . As before, qualitative convergence results, however of the same-
nature, follow immediately; see [4, 6]. The following explicit estimates have now also been refined
in [5], without the assumption 0 ă R1 P S`r1 , which is of interest in more general applications of the
Riccati equation.
The first result of this section concerns the exponential rate of the convergence of the Riccati
flow towards the steady state.
Corollary 4.11. For any t ě 0, and any Q P S`r1 we have
}φtpQq ´ P }2 ď κφpQq e´2νt }Q´ P }2
with the parameters
κφpQq :“ κ2 exp
 p2βq´1 }S}2 κ2 ρpP,Qq }Q´ P }2 (.
In the above, ρpP,Qq is defined in Corollary 4.9 and Corollary 4.10 noting the upper-bound (27).
Proof. Combining (20) and (13) with Corollary 4.9 and Corollary 4.10 we prove that
Zt :“ e2νt }φtpQq ´ P }2
ď κ2Z0 ` κ2 }S}2 ρpP,Qq }Q´ P }2
ż t
0
exp t´2βuu Zu du
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for any ǫ Ps0, 1s and any t ě 0. A direct application of Grönwall inequality yields
Zt ď κ2 Z0 exp
"
p2βq´1κ2 }S}2 ρpP,Qq }Q´ P }2
ż t
0
2β exp t´2βuu du
*
.
This ends the proof of the corollary.
We also have the following quantitative exponential convergence result on the Kalman-Bucy
semigroup and a contraction-type inequality on the Riccati flow.
Corollary 4.12. For any 0 ď s ď t, ǫ Ps0, 1s and any Q P S`r1 we have
}Es,tpQq}2 ď κEpQq exp r´νpt´ sqs ùñ }EpQq}2 :“ sup
0ďsďt
}Es,tpQq}2 ď κEpQq
with the parameters
κEpQq :“ κ exp
´ κ
2ν
κφpQq }S}2 }Q´ P }2
¯
where κφpQq is the parameter defined in Corollary 4.11.
In addition, for any Q1, Q2 P S`r1 we have the local Lipschitz property
}φtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2q}2 ď κφpQ1, Q2q exp r´2νts }Q1 ´Q2}2 (28)
with
κφpQ1, Q2q :“ κEpQ1qκEpQ2q.
Proof. For any 0 ď s ď t we have
Es,tpQq “ exp
»– t¿
s
rpA´ PSq ` pP ´ φupQqqSs du
fifl.
By Corollary 4.11 we haveż t
s
}pφupQq ´ P qS}2 du ď κφpQq }S}2 }Q´ P }2
ż t
s
e´2νu du ď κφpQq }S}2
2ν
}Q´ P }2.
The first estimate is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1. The estimate (28) is a direct consequence
of (18). The end of the proof is now a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1.
The preceding result can be contrast with Corollaries 4.9 and 4.10 that concern the more general
time-varying Kalman-Bucy semigroup and Riccati flow (noting the upper-bound given by (27)). In
the time-invariant domain one may be able to improve the exponential rate significantly, e.g. via
ν ą 0 in (13) of Lemma 3.2, as compared to Bucy’s general Theorem 4.8. For example, ν may be
related to the spectral abscissa of A´PS. However, any improvement in the rate may come at the
expense of a (much) larger constant.
Tracking the nature of constants is important when applying these results in practice; e.g. when
analysing the stability of ensemble Kalman filters [50, 19], or extended Kalman filters [47, 18].
These constants are also typically related to the underlying state-space dimension. In this sense,
one should carefully follow the form and the source of these terms, in order to understand accurately
the dimensional error dependence of any approximation (in, e.g., high-dimensions) [16, 45, 37]. As
noted, the constants in the preceding rely on our assumption 0 ă R1 P S`r1 which is common in
filtering applications. In the time-invariant setting, these constants have been explicitly refined in
[5] and without this assumption on R1.
Finally, we have a quantitative contraction inequality on on the Kalman-Bucy semigroup with
time-invariant signal models.
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Corollary 4.13. For any 0 ď s ď t, ǫ Ps0, 1s and any Q1, Q2 P S`r1 we have
}Es,tpQ2q ´ Es,tpQ1q}2 ď κEpQ1, Q2q exp r´νpt´ sqs }Q2 ´Q1}2
with
κEpQ1, Q2q :“ κEpQ2q ` κ2EpQ2q κφpQ1, Q2q }S}2 p2νq´1.
Proof. We have
Bt pEs,tpQ2q ´ Es,tpQ1qq “ pA´ φtpQ2qSq Es,tpQ2q ´ pA´ φtpQ1qSq Es,tpQ1q
“ pA´ φtpQ2qSq pEs,tpQ2q ´ Es,tpQ1qq
`pφtpQ1q ´ φtpQ2qqSEs,tpQ1q.
This implies that
Es,tpQ2q ´Es,tpQ1q “ Es,tpQ2q pQ2 ´Q1q `
ż t
s
Eu,tpQ2qpφupQ1q ´ φupQ2qqSEs,upQ1q du.
By Corollary 4.12, this yields the estimate
exp rνpt´ sqs }EtpQ2q ´ EtpQ1q}2
ď κEpQ2q }Q2 ´Q1}2 ` κ2EpQ2q}S}2
ż t
s
}φupQ1q ´ φupQ2q}2 du.
Using (28) we check that
exp rνpt´ sqs }Es,tpQ2q ´ Es,tpQ1q}2
ď }Q2 ´Q1}2
“
κEpQ2q ` κ2EpQ2q κφpQ1, Q2q }S}2 p2νq´1
‰
.
This ends the proof of the corollary.
5 Contraction of Kalman-Bucy-type stochastic flows
Firstly, we review a straightforward qualitative stability result for the time-varying Kalman-Bucy
filter that follows from the uniform boundedness of the Riccati flow.
Theorem 5.1. For any t ě s ě υ we have the uniform estimate,
sup
QPS`r1
}E pψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq |Xsq }2 ď α exp t´βpt´ squ}x´Xs}2
with the parameters α, β ą 0 defined in Theorem 4.8.
Proof. The proof (and result) follows that of Theorem 4.8. By uniform observability/controllability
we suppose Q “ φs´υ,spQ0q without loss of generality. Let ξs,t :“ E pψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq |Xsq.
Consider the functional
}ξs,t}22`
̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´
˘ ď ξ1s,t φs,tpQq´1ξs,t ď p̟o`pCq ` 1{̟c´q }ξs,t}22 .
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Then
Bt ξs,t 1φs,tpQq´1ξs,t “ ´ ξ1s,t
`
φs,tpQq´1R1φs,tpQq´1 ` St
˘
ξs,t
ď ´β ξs,t 1φs,tpQq´1ξs,t.
By Grönwall’s inequality we find
p̟c`pOq ` 1{̟o´qξs,t 1ξs,t ď ξs,t 1φs,tpQq´1ξs,t
ď e´βpt´sqξs,s 1φs,spQq´1ξs,s
ď p̟o`pCq ` 1{̟c´q e´βpt´sqξs,s 1ξs,s
and the result follows with α, β ą 0 defined as in Theorem 4.8.
Given this classical, qualitative, stability result, we now study in more precise terms the conver-
gence of Kalman-Bucy stochastic flows, both in the classical filtering form, and the novel nonlin-
ear diffusion form. We study exponential inequalities that bound, with dedicated probability, the
stochastic flow of the sample paths at any time, with respect to the underlying signal. We also
provide almost sure contraction-type estimates. Both types of result offer a notion of filter stability
and the analysis in this section is novel.
We assume that the signal models are time-invariant throughout the remainder of this section,
and we build on the quantitative estimates of the prior section.
In further development of this section, going forward we consider the function
Q ÞÑ σpQq :“ 2
?
2 κEpQq
“`}φpQq}2
2
}S}2 ` }R}2
˘
r1{ν
‰1{2
as well as
χ0pQ1, Q2q “ ν´1κEpQ1qκφpQ1, Q2q
χ1pQq “ }S}2 κEpQq{2 and χ2pQq “ }S}2 σpQq ` 2
a
2r1}S}2ν
with the parameters ν, }φpQq}2, κEpQq, and κφpQ1, Q2q respectively defined in the exponential rate
of (13), in Proposition 4.3, in Corollary 4.12, and in Corollary 4.12 again.
5.1 Time-invariant Kalman-Bucy filter
Theorem 5.2. The conditional probability of the following events
} ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq ´ Et´spQq rx´Xss }2 ď
e2?
2
„
1
2
`
´
δ `
?
δ
¯
σ2pQq (29)
given the state variable Xs is greater than 1´ e´δ, for any δ ě 0 and any t P rs,8r.
By (29), the conditional probability of the following event
} ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq}2
ď κEpQq e´νpt´sq }x´Xs}2 ` e
2
?
2
„
1
2
`
´
δ `
?
δ
¯
σ2pQq
(30)
given the state variable Xs is greater than 1´ e´δ, for any δ ě 0 and any t P rs,8r.
The above theorem is a direct consequence of (7) and the following technical lemma.
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Lemma 5.3. For any x P Rr1, Q P S`r1 and n ě 1 we have the uniform estimate
sup
těs
E
´›› ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq ´ Et|spQq rx´Xss ››2n2 | Xs¯1{n ď n σ2pQq.
In particular, for any t ě s ě 0. we have
E
´
} ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq}2n2 | Xs
¯ 1
2n ď ?n σpQq ` κEpQq e´νpt´sq }x´Xs}2 .
Proof. For any given s ě 0 and for any t P rs,8r, and any x P Rr1 we have
d rψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsqs “ rA´ φs,tpQqSs rψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsqs dt` dMs,t
with the r1-multivariate martingale pMs,tqtPrs,8r given by
t P rs,8rÞÑMs,t “
ż t
s
φs,upQqC 1R´12 dVu ´R1{21 pWt ´Wsq
ùñ Bt xMs,‚pkq,Ms,‚plqyt “ φs,tpQqSφs,tpQq `R1.
(31)
This yields the formula
Ns,t :“ rψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsqs ´ Et|spQq rx´Xss “
ż t
s
Eu´s,t´spQq dMs,u.
On the other hand, we have
E
`}Ns,t}2n2 ˘1{n “
«
E
˜« ÿ
1ďkďr1
Ns,tpkq2
ffn¸ff1{n
ď
ÿ
1ďkďr1
E
`
Ns,tpkq2n
˘1{n
“
ÿ
1ďkďr1
E
¨˝« ÿ
1ďlďr1
ż t
s
Eu´s,t´spQqpk, lq dMs,uplq
ff
2n‚˛1{n .
By the Burkolder-Davis-Gundy inequality (8) we have
E
¨˝« ÿ
1ďlďr1
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQqpk, lq dMs,uplq
ff
2n‚˛1{n
ď 42n
ÿ
1ďl,l1ďr1
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQqpk, lqEu,t|spQqpk, l1q pφs,upQqSφs,upQq `R1qpl, l1q du
ď 42n
ż t
s
“
Eu,t|spQqpφs,upQqSφs,upQq `R1qEu,t|spQq1
‰ pk, kq du.
This implies that
E
`}Ns,t}2n2 ˘1{n ď 42n ż t
s
tr
“pφs,upQqSφs,upQq `R1qEu,t|spQq1Eu,t|spQq‰ du
ď 42n
ż t
s
}φs,upQqSφs,upQq `R1}2 }Eu,t|spQq}2F du.
This yields
E
ˆ
}
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQq dMs,u}2n2
˙1{n
ď 42n `}φpQq}22 }S}2 ` }R1}2˘ r1 ż t
s
}Eu´s,t´spQq}22 du.
This implies that
E
´››ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq ´ Et|spQq rx´Xss››2n2 ¯1{n
ď 42n `}φpQq}22 }S}2 ` }R1}2˘ r1 ż t
s
}Eu´s,t´spQq}22 du.
Using Proposition 4.3 and Corollary 4.12 we have
E
´››ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq ´ Et|spQq rx´Xss››2n2 ¯1{n
ď 8nν´1κ2EpQq
`}φpQq}2
2
}S}2 ` }R1}2
˘
r1
ż t
s
p2νq exp r´2νpt´ uqs du.
This ends the proof of the lemma.
Theorem 5.4. For any t ě s ě 0, x1, x2 P Rr1, Q1, Q2 P S`r1 and n ě 1 we have the almost sure
local contraction estimate
E
`}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2n2 | Xs˘ 12n
ď κEpQ1q e´νpt´sq }x1 ´ x2}2
`e´νpt´sq χ0pQ1, Q2q
 
χ1pQ2q }x2 ´Xs}2 `
?
n χ2pQ1q
( }Q1 ´Q2}2.
Proof. We have
d pψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2qq
“ trA´ φs,tpQ1qSs ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ rA´ φs,tpQ2qSs ψs,tpx2, Q2qu dt
`rφs,tpQ1q ´ φs,tpQ2qs C 1R´12 dYt
“ rA´ φs,tpQ1qSs pψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2qq dt
´rφs,tpQ1q ´ φs,tpQ2qsS ψs,tpx2, Q2q dt
`rφs,tpQ1q ´ φs,tpQ2qs pSϕs,tpXsq ds` C 1R´1{22 dVtq.
This yields the decomposition
d rψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2qs
“ rA´ φs,tpQ1qSs rψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2qs dt
`rφs,tpQ1q ´ φs,tpQ2qsS rϕs,tpXsq ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2qs dt
`rφs,tpQ1q ´ φs,tpQ2qs dMt
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with Mt “ C 1R´1{22 Vt. This yields the decomposition
ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q
“ Et|spQ1q px1 ´ x2q `
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qsS rϕs,upXsq ´ ψs,upx2, Q2qs du
`
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qs dMu.
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 we have
E
ˆ
}
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qs dMu}2n2
˙1{n
ď 42nr1 }S}2
ż t
s
}φs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2q}22 }Eu,t|spQq}22 du.
By Corollary 4.12 we have the estimate
E
ˆ
}
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qs dMu}2n2
˙1{n
ď 42nr1 }S}2 κ2EpQ1q κ2φpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}22 exp r´2νpt´ sqs
ż t
s
exp r´2νpu´ sqs du
ď 8nr1 p}S}2{νq pκEpQ1q κφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2q2 exp r´2νpt´ sqs
from which we find that
E
ˆ
}
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qs dMu}2n2
˙ 1
2n
ď ?n 2
a
2r1p}S}2{νq κEpQ1q κφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2 exp r´νpt´ sqs.
On the other hand we have the almost sure estimate
}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2
ď }Et|spQ1q}2 }x1 ´ x2}2
`}S}2
ż t
s
}Eu,t|spQ1q}2 }φs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2q}2 }ϕs,upXsq ´ ψs,upx2, Q2q}2 du
`}
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qs dMu}2.
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Combining Corollary 4.12 and the estimate (28) we prove that
}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2
ď κEpQ1q exp r´νpt´ sqs }x1 ´ x2}2 ` }S}2 κEpQ1q κφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2
ˆ
ż t
s
exp r´νpt´ uqs exp r´2νpu´ sqs }ϕs,upXsq ´ ψs,upx2, Q2q}2 du
`}
ż t
s
Eu´s,t´spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qs dMu}2.
This implies that
}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2
ď κEpQ1q exp r´νpt´ sqs }x1 ´ x2}2 ` }S}2 κEpQ1q κφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2
ˆ exp r´νpt´ sqs
ż t
s
exp r´νpu´ sqs }ϕs,upXsq ´ ψs,upx2, Q2q}2 du
`}
ż t
s
Eu´s,t´spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qs dMu}2.
Using the generalized Minkowski inequality we check that
E
`}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2n2 | Xs˘ 12n
ď κEpQ1q exp r´νpt´ sqs }x1 ´ x2}2 ` }S}2 κEpQ1q κφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2
ˆ exp r´νpt´ sqs
ż t
s
exp r´νpu´ sqs E `}ϕs,upXsq ´ ψs,upx2, Q2q}2n2 | Xs˘ 12n du
`E
ˆ
}
ż t
s
Eu´s,t´spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qs dMu}2n2
˙ 1
2n
.
Lemma 5.3 combined with the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy estimates stated above implies that
exp rνpt´ sqs E `}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2n2 | Xs˘ 12n
ď κEpQ1q }x1 ´ x2}2 ` }S}2 κEpQ1q κφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2
ˆ
ż t
s
exp r´νpu´ sqs
!?
n σpQ2q ` κEpQ2q e´νpu´sq }x2 ´Xs}2
)
du
`?n 2
a
2r1p}S}2{νq κEpQ1q κφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2.
Observe that ż t
s
exp r´νpu´ sqs
!?
n σpQ2q ` κEpQ2q e´νpu´sq }x2 ´Xs}2
)
du
“ ?n pσpQ2q{νq ` pκEpQ2q{p2νqq }x2 ´Xs}2 .
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This yields
exp rνpt´ sqs E `}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2n2 | Xs˘ 12n
ď κEpQ1q }x1 ´ x2}2 ` }S}2 κEpQ1q κφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2
ˆ “?n pσpQ2q{νq ` pκEpQ2q{p2νqq }x2 ´Xs}2‰
`?n 2
a
2r1p}S}2{νq κEpQ1q κφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2
from which we conclude that
exp rνpt´ sqs E `}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2n2 | Xs˘ 12n ď κEpQ1q }x1 ´ x2}2
`
!
r}S}2 κEpQ2q{2 s }x2 ´Xs}2 `
?
n
”
}S}2 σpQ2q ` 2
a
2r1}S}2ν
ı)
ˆ ν´1κEpQ1qκφpQ1, Q2q }Q1 ´Q2}2.
This ends the proof of the theorem.
5.2 Nonlinear time-invariant Kalman-Bucy diffusions
Theorem 5.5. For any t ě s ě 0, x P Rr1 , Q P S`r1 and n ě 1 we have
E
´›› ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq››2n2 | Xs¯ 12n ď ?2n σpQq ` κEpQq e´νpt´sq }x´Xs}2 .
The conditional probability of the following events
›› ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq ´ Et´spQq rx´Xss ››2 ď ?2 e2 „12 ` ´δ `?δ¯

σ2pQq
given the state variable Xs is greater than 1´ e´δ, for any δ ě 0 and any t P rs,8r.
Proof. Observe that
d
“
ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq
‰ “ rA´ φs,tpQqSs “ψs,tpx,Qq ´ ϕs,tpXsq‰ dt` dM s,t
with an r1-valued martingale pM s,tqtěs defined by
t P rs,8rÞÑ M s,t “
ż t
s
φs,upQq C 1R´1{22 dpVu ´ V uq `R1{21
“pW t ´Wtq ´ pW s ´Wsq‰
law“ ?2 Ms,t
with the martingale pMs,tqtPrs,8r discussed in (31). The proof now follows the same arguments as
the proof of Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, thus it is skipped.
In the same vein, recalling that
dψs,tpx,Qq “
“rA´ φs,tpQqSs ψs,tpx,Qq ` φs,tpQq S ϕs,tpXsq‰ dt
`R1{2
1
dW t ` φs,tpQqC 1R´1{22 dpVt ´ V tq
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we find the decomposition
ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q
“ Et|spQ1q px1 ´ x2q `
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQ1q rφs,upQ1q ´ φs,upQ2qsS
“
ϕs,upXsq ´ ψs,upx2, Q2q
‰
du
`
ż t
s
Eu,t|spQ1q
“
φs,upQ1q ´ ψs,upQ2q
‰
dMu
with M t “
?
2 C 1R
´1{2
2
pVt ´ V tq{
?
2.
Theorem 5.6. For any t ě s ě 0, x1, x2 P Rr1, Q1, Q2 P S`r1 and n ě 1 we have the almost sure
local contraction estimate
E
`}ψs,tpx1, Q1q ´ ψs,tpx2, Q2q}2n2 | Xs˘ 12n
ď κEpQ1q e´νpt´sq }x1 ´ x2}2
`
?
2 e´νpt´sq χ0pQ1, Q2q
 
χ1pQ2q }x2 ´Xs}2 `
?
n χ2pQ1q
( }Q1 ´Q2}2.
Proof of this theorem follows readily that of Theorem 5.4.
The analysis in this section encapsulates and extends the existing convergence and stability
results for the Kalman-Bucy filter; e.g. as studied in [29, 11, 2, 41]. And we capture the properties
of this convergence in a more quantitative manner than previously considered. The use of our
nonlinear Kalman-Bucy diffusion provides a novel interpretation of the Kalman-Bucy filter that
allows one to consider a more general class of signal model in a natural manner.
In particular, stability of the nonlinear Kalman-Bucy diffusion implies convergence of the filter,
given arbitrary initial conditions, to the conditional mean of the signal given the observation filtra-
tion. Moreover, it implies convergence of the conditional distribution to a Gaussian defined by the
conditional mean of the Kalman-Bucy diffusion and its covariance. Similar results were considered
by Ocone and Pardoux in [41] but with no quantitative analysis.
Note that our analysis further provides exponential relationships between the actual sample
paths of the filter and the signal (with dedicated probability).
This analysis completes our review of the Kalman-Bucy filter and its stability properties.
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